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House Resolution 1679

By: Representative Scott of the 76th 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Milton Mitchell; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, Milton Mitchell has long been recognized by the citizens of this state for the2

vital role that he has played in leadership and his deep personal commitment to the welfare3

of the citizens of Georgia; and4

WHEREAS, Mr. Mitchell has worked in the retail industry for the last 20 years, and for the5

last seven years, he has been a store manager and mentor for Office Depot; and6

WHEREAS, he has diligently and conscientiously devoted innumerable hours of his time,7

talents, and energy toward the betterment of his community and state; and8

WHEREAS, Mr. Mitchell is an active member of his community, working with the9

Oakwood Trails NHW Community Outreach  Initiative and Walking in Wisdom Ministries10

to ensure a successful annual Back to School Supply Drive for the organizations over the past11

three years; and12

WHEREAS, through these drives, he has provided more than 100 Georgia children with13

school supplies for the last three years; and14

WHEREAS, Mr. Mitchell is a person of magnanimous strengths with an unimpeachable15

reputation for integrity, intelligence, fairness, and kindness; and16

WHEREAS, a dedicated citizen, Mr. Mitchell has been on the ground, working to revitalize17

the Oakwood Trails subdivision by assisting neighbors and families who struggle financially18

during times of uncertainty and economic challenge; and19
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WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this20

remarkable and distinguished Georgian be appropriately recognized.21

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that22

the members of this body recognize and commend Milton Mitchell for his dedicated and23

passionate service to his community and the State of Georgia.24

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized25

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Milton Mitchell.26


